Indoor open air security and theft delay projector housings

The Audipack theft delay housings

for projectors protect your equipment without hiding it
**Protect your projector**

with the indoor **theft delay** housings

*Audipack’s Open Air theft delay housings*

are the ideal solution for the indoor installation and secure protection of a projector, whilst allowing for the practicalities of access.

The projector can be easily reached for service – by using this mount, time and money on maintenance can be saved.

The ‘Open Air’ range is available in several standard sizes. This means there is always a perfect fit your projector. Custom built models are available on request.

The durable build quality of the ‘Open Air’ model ensures good protection with maximum ventilation.

To make servicing easier the ‘Open Air’ housing can be equipped with an extending mounting platform. This gives easy access, makes servicing faster and requires no tools.

*How does it work?*

Mounting the projector in the all-steel housing is easily achieved using the optional Audipack Quatro-Fix or brand compatible projector mount. The front of the cage can be locked using two steel pins with disk locks.

The steel pins can be placed in five different positions, ensuring that the lens is never obstructed. A special cover on top of the housing protects the disk locks from being removed or unlocked. By adding the optional extension platform the projector slides out of the housing for fast maintenance.

▲ **Protection of your projector**
▲ **Special theft delay ceiling mounts**
▲ **Custom build models available**
**ACCESSORIES**

**PROJECTOR MOUNTS (SEE PAGE 125 FOR THE FULL PROGRAM)**

Mount any brand and type of projector on any Audipack system with the Audipack projector mounts.

- **Quatro-Fix**
- **Brand related mounts**

---

**OPEN AIR HOUSINGS**

**Indoor “Open Air” housings**

- **Ref. P3858**
  - Dimensions in mm: W 420 x D 370 x H 222
  - Inner dimensions in mm*: W 400 x D 325 x H 120
  - *the projector has to fit within these dimensions including lens and cables

- **Ref. P3888**
  - Dimensions in mm: W 420 x D 570 x H 282
  - Inner dimensions in mm*: W 400 x D 530 x H 180
  - *the projector has to fit within these dimensions including lens and cables

- **Ref. P3898**
  - Dimensions in mm: W 535 x D 525 x H 267
  - Inner dimensions in mm*: W 515 x D 480 x H 165
  - *the projector has to fit within these dimensions including lens and cables

**Easy access “Open Air” housings**

- **Ref. P3908**
  - Dimensions in mm: W 420 x D 370 x H 247
  - Inner dimensions in mm*: W 400 x D 325 x H 120
  - *the projector has to fit within these dimensions including lens and cables

- **Ref. P3918**
  - Dimensions in mm: W 420 x D 575 x H 307
  - Inner dimensions in mm*: W 400 x D 530 x H 180
  - *the projector has to fit within these dimensions including lens and cables

- **Ref. P3928**
  - Dimensions in mm: W 535 x D 525 x H 292
  - Inner dimensions in mm*: W 515 x D 480 x H 165
  - *the projector has to fit within these dimensions including lens and cables

- **Ref. P5692**
  - Dimensions in mm: W 600 x D 820 x H 324
  - Inner dimensions in mm*: W 534 x D 734 x H 225
  - *the projector has to fit within these dimensions including lens and cables
INDOOR "OPEN AIR" HOUSINGS

THEFT DELAY TUBE SET FOR CEILING MOUNTING

Ref. 390965 390961
Length in mm 160 700-940

BALL JOINT PROTECTION

Ref. 392070

THEFT DELAY BOLTS

Ref. Suitable for 390384 390413
390965 & 390065 390961 & 390061 (normal ceiling mount, see page 127)